The crisis has shaken the foundations of many of our economies and even
whilst we look towards recovery, we’re realising that some things will never
be the same again
In this presentation Paul and I are going to explore changes in the graduate
labour market, in the way that work is organised and opportunities arise –
and also in the way graduates feel about work and its place in their lives.
We are arguing, in common with others, that entrepreneurial skills are
increasingly important for individuals and their careers and for recovering
economies
but also that the old emphasis on wealth creation may not be the most
important driver for some of our most creative and enterprising graduates
and a greater emphasis on corporate responsibility issues by businesses
and by universities may help to develop and retain their skills for recovery.
In essence we’re suggesting its increasingly important to capture hearts and
minds and addressing that corporate social responsibility is a means of
doing this.
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Cut this slide & jump straight to 4?
First – looking at some of the changes we know about
•Larger organisations have shed staff and it unlikely they will take on many
more. It doesn’t mean there isn’t work to be done but who wants the
overheads of large numbers of staff – the pensions, lack of flexibility,
personnel structures
•more outsourcing – and alongside this increasing breakdown of the old
distinctions between public, private and the charitable or social businesses
of the third sector.
•technology is helping with this – as different parts of an organisation can be
broken up and work carried out anywhere, anyplace. Indian call centres,
Chinese designers etc
• At the same time trust, partic in UK has been shaken in large organisations
and technology means people can readily monitor, comment, complain and
influence the actions of large corporations.
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Cut this slide?
This is the familiar model of the role of graduates and higher level skills in wealth
creation ....
There is increasing evidence that people are questioning this – and technology is
helping to spread the discussions in wide-ranging forums
1. We don’t have enough energy to keep growing – we’ve depleted the planet’s
resources. And is that wealth creation real or is it based on bubbles and debt?
2. We also know that it hasn’t brought prosperity for all but a greater divide
between those that have and those that have not.
3. And for those of us who have, and live in wealthy countries with growing
economies (up to now) research is demonstrating that it hasn’t brought us
happiness. This is being recognised at high levels in Europe with the launch of
Sarkozy’s recent report but it is also increasingly important to individuals in the
way they choose to live their lives and pursue their careers.
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But what evidence do we have that enterprising graduates are influenced
by broader concerns than wealth creation?
This research carried out by Warwick Business School for the National
Council for Graduate Entrepreneurship in 2007
They looked at the tiny proportion of graduates that set up businesses –
about 4%
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More evidence from the UK – it would be interesting to know if your countries are
experiencing similar?
Cass Business school – City University London
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Cut Slide?
The attitude might be summed up by this recent quote from Jason Watkins, Nottingham
University MBA student
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But maybe this changing attitude to work is broader than would-be entrepreneurs
Y generation research looking at the youngest generation in the workforce - those
born after the mid 80s suggests above.
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Putting aside the evidence from research, Paul is going to take you through a live
example of the effect of the changes we are exploring: Leftlion is a music and
culture magazine and website social enterprise business based in Nottingham in
the UK. The website received over ten million page views during the last year and
the estimated readership of the magazine is 40,000. It employs 100 people but
only 3 people are paid; why then are graduates queuing up to work for them? It
has a very strong branding, amongst young adults, with the aim to promote the
creative scene in Nottingham. It is the independent voice of local music and
culture but is also popular with local politicians and businesses as it promotes
Nottingham as a place to live, work and play by increasing awareness of galleries,
theatres and music events. They are searching for the most talented individuals
and providing them with interviews and exposure. Contributors include writers,
photographers, graphic designers, illustrators etc.
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Dom Henry is the Photography editor. His job is to take shots himself &
commission shots to other photographers; he works free for Leftlion but also
works full-time paid in marketing for Experian. This is a shot he took of the new
market square in Nottingham which was a multi £million project. This appeared on
the front page of the magazine – after the magazine was printed the City Council
approached Dom to buy his shots as they were better than anything they had
taken themselves. Could the private sector embrace such work practice & see it as
part of their social responsibility strategy? The accountant would probably say no
as it doesn’t directly contribute to profit but the economist may say yes as it leads
to better motivated staff with a wider range of skills and improved links for the
business with the local community.

Nick is the Freelance graphic designer, studied Fine Art in London, who designed
the above advertisement in Leftlion as part of the campaign by the ‘big wheel’. The
marketing manager for this campaign went on to become marketing manager for
Nottingham Contemporary (recently opened as one of the biggest galleries in
Europe) – they are now one of Nick’s main clients and he has subsequently won
contracts with Orange and Easy jet.

Universities – instead of turning off creative students with ‘business stuff’ –
turning them on by appealing to those things they are passionate about –
remember arts and humanities - often the things that make them more
enterprising than business students!
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1. Higher Education Funding Council for England has launched a new awards
scheme to encourage universities to develop their enterprise skills in
supporting activities that have a social purpose – environment, healthcare,
social cohesion, fair trade and micro-finance - the scheme will provide staff
and students with support and funding for new ventures – total nearly
£1million.
2. Students in Free Enterprise SIFE is an international non-profit organization that
works with leaders in business and higher education to mobilize university
students to make a difference in their communities while developing the skills
to become socially responsible business leaders. Wide range of corporate
sponsors including KPMG Wal-Mart, Coca Cole, HSBC provide funding and
participate in programmes, providing judges for competitions and placing
students and alumni with companies in search of emerging talent. Participating
students form teams on their university campuses and apply business concepts
to develop outreach projects that improve the quality of life and standard of
living for people in need. The picture here is of A Nottingham University
student project helping ten families in small village in Ghana establish their
own beekeeping business and increase their income by 80%. Over 15 months
activity has spawned international exports in candles made from beeswax.
3. Amba and Durham University Business school survey in Dec 09 found ethics
and CSR – 8/10 of 500 graduates surveyed said ethics had become more
important & over ¾ business schools agreed CSR needed to underpin actions of
organisations. Emergence of specialist MBAs.
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